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home questions best twister movie questions and answers twister is a thrilling
disaster film released in 1996 that follows a group of storm chasers as they track
and study tornadoes directed by jan de bont the film stars helen hunt and bill
paxton as lead characters who risk their lives to understand the forces of nature
this category is for trivia questions and answers related to twister as asked by
users of funtrivia com there are 68 questions on this topic last updated apr 26
2024 study with quizlet and memorize flashcards containing terms like when
does the opening of the movie take place what kind of satellite is the g o e s 8
satellite dorthy and more study with quizlet and memorize flashcards containing
terms like how does young jo s father get killed in the movie what is dorothy
where do bill and jo hide from the first tornado and more twister 1996 questions
and answers twister 1996 14 questions 18 votes add something more info
mistakes quotes pictures questions trivia corrections plot more question when jo
and bill seek shelter in a barn and see a lot of sharp objects jo asks who are this
people and bill replies i don t think so over 68 trivia questions and answers about
twister in our movies q t category did you know these interesting bits of
information page 3 answer f 5 bill had said that out of the people at aunt meg s
house jo was the only one of them to have ever seen an f 5 twister is a 1996
american disaster thriller film directed by jan de bont from a screenplay by
michael crichton and anne marie martin it was produced by crichton kathleen
kennedy and ian bryce with steven spielberg walter parkes laurie macdonald and
gerald r molen serving as executive producers it s a metaphor for twister a movie
that chases tornadoes with such single minded dedication that plot character
dialogue and even your engagement all disappear into the suck zone which is we
learn that part of the tornado that sucks up everything in its path twister this
1996 film about tornado chasers is the subject of this quiz how much do you
remember fun 2 6 difficulty 1 28 quiz id 23473 category movies submitted by
dswilborn question 1 the character of bill harding was portrayed by what actor
tom hanks bill paxton alan ruck tim daly question 2 here you will get all types of
questions related to the twister movie you can easily ace the quiz if you bet you
remember everything from the movie all the best for a perfect score if you want
to challenge anyone else share the quiz with them questions and answers 1 here
s everything you need to know about twisters the sequel to the 1996 film twister
including the new cast release date trailer and if the original cast will return over
68 trivia questions and answers about twister in our movies q t category did you
know these interesting bits of information page 2 does nssl do things like they
showed in the movie twister the movie twister was based upon nssl s work in the
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mid 1980s using a 55 gallon drum equipped with weather sensors it was called
toto totable tornado observatory nssl tried for several years to put it in the path
of an oncoming tornado but had minimal success it did not have the age 14 90s
disaster movie has violence some cursing movie pg 13 1997 113 minutes rate
movie parents say age 12 15 reviews any iffy content read more talk with your
kids about read more a lot or a little what you will and won t find in this movie
positive messages no real positive messages positive role models not present
start quiz in the film s opening scene a warning for an incoming weather storm
was being broadcast on tv in what form will this storm arrive hurricane tsunami
tornado blizzard in the film s opening sequence we see a family of three and their
dog run out of their house and into this other structure what was it a storm cellar
a deep well 101 followers follow description reviews q a more from mzs school
stuff description a reading on the background and science behind the movie and
short answer questions to support engagement and checking understanding
during the film total pages answer key n a teaching duration n a report this
resource to tpt 5 things the movie twister got wrong about tornadoes and 3
things it got mostly right janaki jitchotvisut jun 18 2019 6 39 am pdt universal
city studios via online usa inc getty images come play our free twister trivia
quizzes in the movies category over 75 trivia questions to answer play our twister
quiz games now how much do you know twisters is an upcoming american
disaster film directed by lee isaac chung with a screenplay by mark l smith from a
story by joseph kosinski 5 produced by frank marshall and patrick crowley it is a
standalone sequel to the 1996 film twister the film stars daisy edgar jones glen
powell anthony ramos maura tierney brandon perea daryl
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best twister movie questions and answers thenarratologist com Mar 28 2024
home questions best twister movie questions and answers twister is a thrilling
disaster film released in 1996 that follows a group of storm chasers as they track
and study tornadoes directed by jan de bont the film stars helen hunt and bill
paxton as lead characters who risk their lives to understand the forces of nature
68 twister trivia questions answers movies q t Feb 27 2024 this category is
for trivia questions and answers related to twister as asked by users of funtrivia
com there are 68 questions on this topic last updated apr 26 2024
twister quiz flashcards quizlet Jan 26 2024 study with quizlet and memorize
flashcards containing terms like when does the opening of the movie take place
what kind of satellite is the g o e s 8 satellite dorthy and more
twister movie worksheet eaps 106d unit 6 flashcards Dec 25 2023 study
with quizlet and memorize flashcards containing terms like how does young jo s
father get killed in the movie what is dorothy where do bill and jo hide from the
first tornado and more
twister 1996 questions and answers movie mistakes Nov 24 2023 twister
1996 questions and answers twister 1996 14 questions 18 votes add something
more info mistakes quotes pictures questions trivia corrections plot more
question when jo and bill seek shelter in a barn and see a lot of sharp objects jo
asks who are this people and bill replies i don t think so
twister trivia questions answers page 3 movies q t Oct 23 2023 over 68 trivia
questions and answers about twister in our movies q t category did you know
these interesting bits of information page 3
twister quiz challenge how much do you know movies Sep 22 2023 answer f 5 bill
had said that out of the people at aunt meg s house jo was the only one of them
to have ever seen an f 5
twister 1996 film wikipedia Aug 21 2023 twister is a 1996 american disaster
thriller film directed by jan de bont from a screenplay by michael crichton and
anne marie martin it was produced by crichton kathleen kennedy and ian bryce
with steven spielberg walter parkes laurie macdonald and gerald r molen serving
as executive producers
twister movie review film summary 1996 roger ebert Jul 20 2023 it s a metaphor
for twister a movie that chases tornadoes with such single minded dedication that
plot character dialogue and even your engagement all disappear into the suck
zone which is we learn that part of the tornado that sucks up everything in its
path
braingle twister trivia quiz Jun 19 2023 twister this 1996 film about tornado
chasers is the subject of this quiz how much do you remember fun 2 6 difficulty 1
28 quiz id 23473 category movies submitted by dswilborn question 1 the
character of bill harding was portrayed by what actor tom hanks bill paxton alan
ruck tim daly question 2
can you ace this twister movie quiz trivia questions May 18 2023 here you will get
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all types of questions related to the twister movie you can easily ace the quiz if
you bet you remember everything from the movie all the best for a perfect score
if you want to challenge anyone else share the quiz with them questions and
answers 1
twisters 2024 cast release date sequel trailer parade Apr 17 2023 here s
everything you need to know about twisters the sequel to the 1996 film twister
including the new cast release date trailer and if the original cast will return
twister trivia questions page 2 movies q t Mar 16 2023 over 68 trivia questions
and answers about twister in our movies q t category did you know these
interesting bits of information page 2
questions to be answered during the video Feb 15 2023 does nssl do things like
they showed in the movie twister the movie twister was based upon nssl s work
in the mid 1980s using a 55 gallon drum equipped with weather sensors it was
called toto totable tornado observatory nssl tried for several years to put it in the
path of an oncoming tornado but had minimal success it did not have the
twister movie review common sense media Jan 14 2023 age 14 90s disaster
movie has violence some cursing movie pg 13 1997 113 minutes rate movie
parents say age 12 15 reviews any iffy content read more talk with your kids
about read more a lot or a little what you will and won t find in this movie positive
messages no real positive messages positive role models not present
test your weather temperament with this totally zoo Dec 13 2022 start
quiz in the film s opening scene a warning for an incoming weather storm was
being broadcast on tv in what form will this storm arrive hurricane tsunami
tornado blizzard in the film s opening sequence we see a family of three and their
dog run out of their house and into this other structure what was it a storm cellar
a deep well
twister movie worksheet by mzs school stuff tpt Nov 12 2022 101 followers
follow description reviews q a more from mzs school stuff description a reading
on the background and science behind the movie and short answer questions to
support engagement and checking understanding during the film total pages
answer key n a teaching duration n a report this resource to tpt
5 things the movie twister got wrong about tornadoes and Oct 11 2022 5
things the movie twister got wrong about tornadoes and 3 things it got mostly
right janaki jitchotvisut jun 18 2019 6 39 am pdt universal city studios via online
usa inc getty images
twister trivia quizzes movies Sep 10 2022 come play our free twister trivia
quizzes in the movies category over 75 trivia questions to answer play our twister
quiz games now how much do you know
twisters film wikipedia Aug 09 2022 twisters is an upcoming american disaster
film directed by lee isaac chung with a screenplay by mark l smith from a story by
joseph kosinski 5 produced by frank marshall and patrick crowley it is a
standalone sequel to the 1996 film twister the film stars daisy edgar jones glen
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